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Catherine the Great (1729 – 1796)

In 1745, after being received into the Russian Orthodox Church, and changing her name to Catherine, she married Grand Duke Peter, grandson of Peter the Great in Russia's western territories.

Here are the five greatest military strategists of all-time.

They mine the historical record—the record of the deeds of great captains—for insight.

You need both doers and thinkers to perpetuate strategic thought—but ultimately, the thinker with
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The short answer he gives is: a great deal. "Houellebecq's novels more acutely than perhaps any other contemporary Western writer" the 'disintegration of the bourgeois social
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Michael Ignatieff's new book "On Consolation" is a series of thoughtful essays on some of the great works of consolation in the Western tradition, from essays and speeches to painting (El Greco's
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"The so-called meritocracy isn’t the problem"

British sociologist Michael Young coined the term "meritocracy" in his satirical novel, called "The Rise of the Meritocracy." Its point was simple: When intelligence and effort are selected by any
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"China’s Millennials: Consumer Superpower"

Trans-Pacific View author Mercy Kuo regularly engages subject-matter experts, policy practitioners, and strategic thinkers across much more so than their Western counterparts.
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"The Optimization of Political Activity"

Michael Ignatieff’s "On Consolation" presents a series of thoughtful essays on some of the great works of consolation in the Western tradition, from essays and speeches to painting (El Greco's
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The short answer he gives is: a great deal. "Houellebecq's novels more acutely than perhaps any other contemporary Western writer" the 'disintegration of the bourgeois social
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"American History and the Civil War"
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